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About This Game

Initia: Elemental Arena is a new take on online arena shooters. It blends frantic team-based game play of first person Arena
shooters like Unreal Tournament & the FPS Magic mechanics of Skyrim. It combines it all with strategic objectives and tactical

team play.

The Initia Formula

Dedicated servers and competitive MatchMaking

The fast paced action of arena shooters

The progressive game play inspired from MOBA objectives

Maps that force players to work together in a team (as well as playing for frags).

Competitive & fun combat – a team healer with a flame thrower? Why not!?

A layer of Economy, fore-thought:

Every objective captured & every kill is rewarded with match crystals.
You use crystals to buy higher elements & combine them with arcane abilities.
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But every time you die items are lost – it will always be risk vs. reward.

The game’s different Elements allows players to link up attacks, assist team mates, and toy with enemies. Combine these with:

A vast inventory of items.

At least 15 special Arcane Abilities.

Strategic positions to capture.

The ability to summon god-like Avatars.

An ever changing range of maps & game play types.

and you have an incredibly fluid battlefield where no two matches are the same.

Arcane Abilities!

Arcane abilities play a very interesting role in Initia. You can buy Arcane abilities next to any magic element you choose on
spawn. They are designed to offer you utility that will help you or your team in dynamic fights.

The versatility of combining utility with any offensive attack results in refreshing combinations that makes the game-play even
more exciting. You can end up being a team healer that can also shoot fireballs.
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Title: Initia: Elemental Arena
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Gentle Ghouls
Publisher:
Gentle Ghouls
Release Date: 29 Apr, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Win 7, Win 8, Win 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-750, 2.67 GHz | AMD Phenom II X4 965, 3.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 480 | AMD Radeon HD 5850 DirectX: Version 9.0c

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 7 GB available space

Sound Card: Stereo

English
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initia elemental arena. initia elemental arena on steam. initia elemental arena gameplay

stole the game code out of a magazine whilst holding me pork pies, wasn't worth it 0/10 </3333. So this is a tricky game, not in
difficulty I mean as in if its good or not. Its listed as a being similar to unreal tournament and I got more of a FPS Moba feel. I
may be wrong but I was unable to find out as I searched for players in US-East/West and on the Europe servers and only ever
found me. I would imagine because it just launched and is still early here. I may try again later and see if I can find a match.

So there was some neat things here, the shop system was a good feature and allows you to create your own play style. Visually its
nice could use a tad bit of love, the sounds are pretty solid.
My one concern is the price I understand its a indie game and they have bills to pay also but 20$ is a little high.
Id say if a solid player base grows this game would be worth buying.

https://youtu.be/UJ5XNaAeWWE. How can i say something about this game, when i'm the only player in it?. Fun game.
But the multiplay is not access.. This game was simply amazing. The potential is unbelievably huge and I can't wait for the
fanbase
to expand the community to get bigger.The gameplay is stunning with original ideas and never seen before mechanics. This
game is even better than eating eggs. If you want to buy eggs DON'T buy this game instead andexperiencee the amazing oinks
that it has to offer. I played with my really good friend Omirosand he♥♥♥♥♥♥himself with the creativity and and and and and
and he went to the cafe and and and he met some girls and and and they grabbed his ... and it cought
fire thanks to the game.
By Homer and Oink ldt.. A FPS MOBA, who wouldn't want that?!?! The graphics is pretty neat, and I just love the soundtracks!
You can clearly see how much effort was spent on the game! Interested to see the game getting developed, and awaiting the
final release!. This is kinda hard for review, the game play itself i would say is good, cool idea. But i coulndt play coz the match
making is like taking forever. Trying to search for a server but so far no luck at all, so I'll just have to test the game by creating a
game with just 1 player.( that's me of coz>.<) Tested with controller, it would me nice if you can change the speed when u are
turning around, if you are just going to get killed with the super slow turning around speed >.<.

P.S. Will be updating accordingly~ its really seem like a promising game after all.. in the current state hell no.... game is very
glitchy even on low settings... on top of that ...VERY poor graphics... and bland gameply with no tutorial.... got this game from
Razer Cortex for free... and with the current issues.. im suprized this game is even out and about
Posted: Aug 10, 2016 @ 10:49pm

**updated review** May 22,2017
after seeing this game last year.. 10 months have passed and nothing has changed... do not spen your money on this game in
anyway, the developers have truly abandonded the game be it temporary or permanently... there is no point if the bugs will never
be fixed here...waisted space on your SDD/HDD if you ask me...#gladitwasfree. this is the kind of game to test the refound
button.... wait i get this free.

 i'm ♥♥♥♥ed
. game was good with people, game was good with bots, now you can't play with bots or people because the servers are
permanently down. Shame
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Really fun...if you enjoy being alone forever, waiting to join a game.. Only Two Maps.

Performance is lousy for the mediocre Graphics.

Gameplay : Simplest Multiplayershooter.

Almost never anyone online,No Bots you could play against,no Singleplayer.

Generic Fantasy Art Direction..

This is an early Access Review:

Hopefully it will get better Performance, more Maps *and* full Servers.
Maybe they will even add some Magic themed unique gameplay to it.
Its seems to get Upgrades.Including Bots.

But for now i cannot reccommend it.. I do love this game. Very interesting twists on standard MOBA's like League of Legends,
with it's own classes and skill system. I also love the graphics in this game. Overall, I think this game is wonderful, and can't wait
for it's player base to expand!. I love this world of fantasy where you live an additional life beside yours.
Doing things you can never do in your real life.
I love the sound track very much and the visual effects are remarkably beautiful.

I wish if this game get more developed as soon as possible waiting for more updates (Y)
. while i think the game is a good good with a great concept, it doesn't have the player base. Also it doesn't have any singleplayer
which would be very helpful for a game with no players.. Upvoting this cool game so more people buy it so we have people to
play with.. Dead game. Don't get it. Just don't.. this had a total player peak of 5 players.. Don't buy it.. A good idea done badly.
well, I can't actually say that because it is near unplayable due to lag. I have a (sort of) powerful computer, which complies with
the requirements, yet it still lags like crazy. You are out of luck if you don't have a mouse that has speed control, as the camera
zooms around the screen at the slightest touch (even with the sensitivity turned down). The game can't handle it's own graphics,
as it crashes when ever you turn them up, and every time afterwards, meaning the game is nearly unplayable, as you have to race
to turn the graphics back down before it crashes again. I got it free with a steam key from a magazine. It is in early access, so all
these things can improve. Hopefully they do, as I would like to see this game become more popular. Making a game is not easy.
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